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Universit:v enters its eighth year under the
Kenneth A. Shaw, there's little

"'"'U"'H ' 5 full-time undergraduate enrollment at

students and bulked up undergraduate
stance. SU launched the Commitment to
campaign, which continues to climb steadily
toward its $300 million goal, and creat ed several new centers and institutes to spark new frontiers of knowledge.
Simultaneously, the Chancellor introduced the University com unity to an innovative vision, one designed
to redefine SU's pl ce in higher education and guide the
University into the :future as a fiscally sound, dynamic,
'
.
and distinctive
insti titian.
The vision is awambitious one: "To be the leading stud~nt-centered re.search university with faculty, students,
and staff sharing responsibility and working together for
aca:demic, professional, nd personal growth." As a call to
action, this encompasses tlie,University's mission "to promote learning thro~tea~ng;> research, scholarship,
creative accomplishment, and st'F\dte," and embodies the
University's five core values of quality, caring, innovation,
diversity,
"These values ore or less define
what we are-they
with direction and guid>'"-IJ•r-oc·ess " Shaw says. "They
we need to celebrate

improvement requires onadjustments; it's an ever-evolving
a pursuit of progress that
u 9 ""'·' uo commitment, cooperation, collaboration, conquestioning, and a willingness to change. "We can
always do a better job," the Chancellor says.
By embarking on the challenge to become the leading
student-centered research university, SU took the st andard research university paradigm and gave it a flip, shifting the emphasis from faculty scholarship and research
to teaching and student learning. As a Carnegie Research
II university, the objective wasn't to downplay research
and scholarly activity, but to integrate it more thoroughly
with the student learning experience. Essentially, Shaw
wanted the University to take advantage of the attributes
of a major research university while improving the shortcomings. "The good news about major research universities is they are among the most prestigious in this coun•u~_,ucJ uo
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try and in the world. They tend to attract the best faculty
and high-quality students who revel in the intellectual
excitement, the diversity of the people, the richness and
breadth of the programs," he says. "The bad news is many
of these institutions tend to be so preoccupied with
research that students, particularly undergraduates, are
ignored. I would say that the stereotypical research university is more or less indifferent to its undergraduates."
Shaw knew the University could become the "most student-centered of the most popular institutions in the
country." This naturally raised the question: What exactly
does it mean to be a student-centered research university? One could argue there is no definitive answer, because
as improvements are initiated, the SU student experience
evolves. What defines "student-centeredness" is not so
much a chiseled-in-stone response as it is a way of working and sharing knowledge to ensure that students
receive opportunities to explore their interests, to learn,
and to grow. "The term student-centered defines to all
who work at the University what our mission is," Shaw
says. "The definition isn't so important as the action,
which requires flat-out hard work and forces us to reevaluate a lot of the ways we do things. It isn't that the idea is
so great, it's that the idea takes a lot of effort, resources,
and commitment. The important thing is to take the
great ideas we need and make them happen."
What Syracuse University has accomplished in this
pursuit-and plan s to achieve in the future- is reflected
in A Report to the Commission on Higher Education of the
Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools. The
intensive self-study is part of the University's Middle
St ates accreditation process, which requires a major institutional evaluation every 10 years. A team of Middle
States colleagues reviewed the final report in January
1998, after more than two years of work by a group of
administrators, faculty, staff, and students. The team visited the campus in March 1998 to provide commentary
on the study's findings.
The Middle States Steering Committee, chaired by
Michael Flusche, associate vice chancellor for Academic
Affairs, worked with three groups- Institutional Overview, Institutional Initiatives, and Students' Experiences.
Flusche describes the report as a planning self-study, a
mid-course assessment designed to examine changes at
the University since 1991 and to look ahead for the next
five or so years. ''The number of initiatives and significant
improvements around campus in the last several years is
really quite striking," Flusche says. "I don't think you can
read that report without being impressed by the scope of
our activities to make a change in the culture of the campus as a whole. Anyone with an awareness of the complexity of higher education will come away saying, 'These
folks at Syracuse have been knocking them selves out.' It's
anything but business as usual."
At the core of the changes were 33 initiatives proposed
by the Chancellor in February 1992 t o strengthen the
University and give "concrete meanin g t o the concept of
'student-centered research university,"' according to the
report. "The energy unleashed by these and other initiatives and the growing recognition that the University's
immediate future would be different from it s immediat e
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past, is probably unparalleled in the history of Syracuse
University." Indeed, such sweeping changes haven't been
witnessed on campus since the University welcomed
thousands of World War II veterans, which was certainly
a noble student-centered venture at that time.
The initiatives-categorically grouped under the five
core values-address such areas as total quality management, assessing academic programs, improving academic advising, hiring more African American and Latino faculty members, establishing new teaching awards, and
creating a University Neighborhood Community Forum.
The Middle States Report examines the initiatives' effects
and assesses progress. These efforts have not gone unnoticed as the University continues to be recognized on
numerous fronts. It has been ranked among the top so
national universities by U.S. News & World Report, and
received TIAA-CREF Theodore M. Hesburgh Awards for
the Graduate School's Future Professoriate Program (1993),
and for Faculty Development to Enhance Undergraduate
Teaching (1996). In 1997, the University's Arts Adventure
program, initiated in 1994 to involve new students in cultural activities, was honored with a New York State Governor's Arts Award for its outstanding contribution to the
arts. "An undergraduate education is a genuinely once-ina-lifetime experience," Flusche says. "If we are all more
forcefully aware of the uniqueness of each moment-recognizing that this is a precious time for us and our students-then we will have an incredible impact."

UNDERSTANDI NG STUDENT- CENTeRED
According to the report, the University community better understands today what a student-centered research
university is than it did six years ago. However, "the central question remains," the report notes: "How can the
University be significantly student -centered and simultaneously maintain a vigorous research program?" For SU
to retain its stature as a research university, the University must remember that faculty members are held to
the national standards of their disciplines and are judged
by their peers, Flusche says. This responsibility, in turn,
must be balanced with the student-centered emphasis
on teaching and advising. "Our faculty members need to
be very active on both fronts. Does that mean every individual has to be a star researcher and a star teacher? Well,
it would be the case if that were possible, but that's not
realistic because we all have different strengths and ways
of contributing," Flusche says. "So faculty expectations
need to be more tailored to an individual's strengths:
What can this person contribute? But everyone on the
faculty ought t o be in the classroom t eaching, because
what they all have in common is the teaching mission."
Flusche also emphasizes report findings that stress the
need to respect differences among the colleges and their
ow n particular cultures and self-identities, and to elevate
the st atus of graduate study on campus. "We need to find
more ways to incorporat e graduat e students into the visible life and culture of the campus," he says. "I would like
to see graduate student life and activities much more evident. We've t aken enormous st eps to make the undergraduat e experience better, and graduat e students would
benefit by comparable sets of programs or projects."
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ceived as problems at the University. "Our mission is to improve undergraduate education at Syracuse University by
empowering students to be better consumers of their education and by emphasizing that teaching is the most important task of this University," he says. Hanmer realizes
"the student as consumer" concept makes some faculty
members cringe, but he points out that it's not about serving every student's whims and wants. "I see it as students
being more active in their education, not being spoon-fed
everything. That would be hugely negative- and I don't
see it going that way," he says. "I see faculty taking more
interest and recognizing more potential in undergraduates."
The environmental sciences/geology major dedicated
a significant amount of time to campus activities. He
served on The College of Arts and Sciences' Peer Advisory
Board for incoming students and its Tenure Promotion
Committee, performed community service, worked with
the Student Government Association and the Board of
Trustees, and scoured the Middle States Report. One of his
greatest frustrations with campus life was the lack of
communication among administrators, faculty, and students. Today, with a better understanding of the faculty
and administration, he cites the value of everyone sharing a common goal and working together. "This administration is all about opportunities and that's great because
the more students take advantage of that, the more
resources the administration will provide," he says. "It's
up to all of us to define on a daily basis what being a student-centered research university means."
John Adams, professor of speech communication in
the College of Visual and Performing Arts, believes everyone in the University community should think about what
it means to be a student-centered research university.
"People need to find their own answer," he says,"one that
enables them to do what they do in light of it since it's
part of a vision we're trying to make into reality."
In his own interpretation, Adams removes "research"
because, t o him, SU is far more than just a reseach university. "It's a student-centered university where the faculty's creative work and research contributes to student
learning, while at the same time contributing to the various academic interest s that work addresses- from architecture to zoology and everything in between," he says.
Adams, a member of the Middle States Report's
Institutional Initiatives Committee, calls carving out a
time balance between research and teaching a "dialectic
conflict" that's endemic to the profession. "The way you
deal with that conflict tells the story of your life as a professor. You have to weigh in every day between those experiences," Adams says. "You can't lose sight of the importance of the unbreakable connection between creative
work, research, and teaching. You're constantly traveling
between those territories and it doesn't mean when
you're here you forget about there. You have to love it all."

In its conclusion, the report recommends that the University concentrate on the following priorities:
• Intensify efforts to become the leading studentcentered research university;
• Support the faculty's pursuit of the University vision;
• Support the staff's pursuit of the University vision;
• Create a positive campus environment for the education and personal development of undergraduates.
The challenge for SU is to "create a distinctive learning
community dedicated to mutual support and cooperation," the report reads. "The University will find new ways
to make teaching, research, and creative activity mutually supportive rather than competing; it will anticipate
and address student needs; it will create an atmosphere
on campus that challenges and supports all students
while it welcomes them into the learning community."
In June 1997, David Miller, the William P. Tolley Professor of the Humanities, organized a summer symposium for 22 professors in the humanities disciplines from
The College of Arts and Sciences and the Maxwell School
of Citizenship and Public Affairs to discuss the quality of
teaching'iand learning from their professional perspectives. The conferees raised several concerns that the
University's student-centered focus doesn't consider,
Miller says, including the important role "confusion and
unclarity" play in the learning process, and that assessment sometimes isn't possible until years later.
The gathering also s~rved a cautionary reminder of what
student-centered should not be: a marketing gimmick in
which knowledge is seen as a "useful product, a commodity bearing upon employability" to which students, as
consumers, are entitled. "~arning happens when students
are actively involved iR the construction of knowledge. A
learner therefore is as much a producer as a consumer of
the knowledge gained," Miller's symposium report reads.
"Learning is a direct result of the student's efforts rather
than a service or product that the student purchases."
As Miller and others note, student-centeredness is
nothing new-it's been part of the University since its
founding, and an element of fine teaching since time
immemorial. Being truly student-centered, Miller believes, means focusing on the material at hand and investigating it with the students. "It's like we're all in a soup
pot and we stew in it and stew in it for 14 weeks together
and do the best we can," he says. "When yeu focus on the
material more and more ;complexly, you go deeper and
deeper into it and see how important that material
already is and always will be to human beings."
Student activist Steve Hanmer' 98 immersed himself in
the University's inner workings to heighten student
awareness about opportunities and policies. For two years,
Hanmer served as president of Undergraduates for a .B'etter Education, a decade-old organization launched to mobilize undergraduates and point out what members perRACU
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When Adams steps into the classroom he believes his
scholarly work should resonate as part of the classroom
experience and contribute to student learning. "I see myself as not just a scholar and a teacher, but as a student.
It's not difficult for me to think about being student-centered because it sets a relationship between myself and
others where we have a strong identification. If you engage each other as students, you find points of identification, common interest, and ways of orienting toward each
other that signify a center you're both focused on," he says.
"As a teacher, it's all about learning for me. It's a constant
engagement, and there's always something to learn that
you can carry somewhere else and try to share and develop."

S

@NT- FACULTY COLLABORATION

th more than 400 biology majors on campus, biolaair H. Richard Levy knows it's crucial to keep underates informed about departmental activities. The
p rtment publishes information on research project
opportunities, course offerings, career options in biology
and biology-related fields, and BioLog, a periodic newsletter that updates students on fellowships, summer internships, advising, and other endeavors. The department
also hosts an annual award ceremony, provides an undergraduate summer fellowship,
and has created the Kevin Van Doren Lounge
in Lyman Hall for students in memory of the
late biology professor. All of this reflects the
department's efforts to provide students with
an intimate environment within the structure
of a large university.
Most important, though, is the department's
strong commitment to undergraduate participation in research, Levy says. True, research is
expensive and limited by space, but the
department encourages interest ed students to
get involved in faculty-supervised independent research projects. "This gives students a
totally different perspective on science than
taking courses. It's a very challenging and enriching experience that requires a lot of commitment," Levy says. "Not all students are able
to do it, but for those who like it, there's a tremendous impact because it really involves them
in the nitty gritty of science and gives them an
appreciation of both the joys and frustrations of
research the discipline requires."
Biology major Mark Davino' g8 was intrigued
by molecular biology, so he approached his Honors Program advisor, biology professor Larry Wolf,
who direct ed him to Levy. To begin work on his
Thesis Honors project, during his junior year
Davino joined Levy's lab research t eam investigating enzymes. Initially, it was predictably
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overwhelming. "There's a world of difference betwe~n
textbook drawings and sitting in the lab working with a
little tube of clear liquid," Davino says. "You can't see DNA
or protein-you just think, 'What's going on?"'
Nonetheless, Davino welcomed the challenge. He
picked up technical skills, participated in the team's
weekly meetings with Levy, learned how to mutate
amino acids that make up a certain enzyme, and collected data on the mutations, comparing the characteristics
between the mutant enzyme and a normal one. Davino
also earned the department's Korczynski-Lundgren
Fellowship, which allowed him to engage in full-time
research on a new enzyme project last summer. In addition to his lab research last semester, he worked with an
anesthesiologist in the Crouse Hospital operating room
through the Syracuse University Internship Program.
"Part of education is finding what you're interested in
and really immersing yourself in it," Davino says. "Much
of what you get out of your education is what you put
into it. I really found my niche here."
In Wolf's three decades with the biology department,
there has always been an effort to include students in
laboratory investigations. Such mentoring is time con-
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suming, but also rewarding for its personal interaction
with students. "That is the ultimate teaching," Wolf says.
"They're learning how things get done and how knowledge is acquired by doing. Some of these students are the
next generation of researchers and the way we train
them is by interacting. All research students learn to
2

appreciate what research is about and its contributions.
We can have a long-term effect on people's perception of
research and I think all of us find that pretty exciting."
Just before noon on a Monday, another kind of collaborative session is about to begin as 14 students assemble in
a first-floor room in Maxwell Hall. One student st ands
and begins writing on the board such phrases as "TA Reports" and "Today in Class." Moments later, in walks Meredith Professor William D. Coplin, chair of the Arts and Sciences/Maxwell School Public Affairs Program and teacher of PAF 101: Introduction to the Analysis of Public Policy.
But this isn't Coplin's class of 140 students that meet s
across the hall in Maxwell Audit orium. That's an hour
later. This is the pregame strategy meeting where Coplin
and his undergraduate teaching assistants hammer out
the game plan. While undergraduate TAs and big classes
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can be an unsettling thought in higher education, witnessing Coplin and his team in action is reassuring and
refreshing. He challenges TAs, and they challenge him. "I
really depend on the undergraduate TAs; they're my staff,"
Coplin says. "I see myself as a professor who listens to students and sees them as apprentices. Essentially, it's a professional relationship in which I'm the senior
partner and the student is the junior partner."
Coplin defines education as a "life-changing
experience" and emphasizes that he wants to
/
develop good students, and good citizens. They
learn by doing, he says, whether it's through
the rigors of being a TA, doing community service, or participating in a lively class debate.
Coplin believes faculty can benefit from collaborating with undergraduates, who can offer an
array of help ranging from creating web sites
and peer tutoring to facilitating group discussions to providing valuable insights not readily
apparent to the professor. "TAs become links
between me and the students. They tutor and
support the students, personalizing the class,"
he says. "I find it very effective; we're continually revising the course, and TAs have developed many innovations."
Make no mistake: Being one of Coplin's
undergraduate TAs is demanding, but it's also a
privilege. They've already succeeded in the
class, and are chosen to become mentors in this
experiential learning process. They must
adhere to strict guidelines, and are expected to
be well-versed on theTA manual for the course
from day one. "They have no choice but to immerse themselves because they know people
are going to be asking them questions. Anyone
who has taught knows that the best way t o
learn something is to teach it," Coplin says.
"They also see how ambiguous the whole
process can be, so they have to make judgments and get
into debates. They question whether something is a reasonable policy and make new policies."
TA manager Karen Carp, now an Arts and Sciences
junior, says Coplin makes students care about the issues.
"It's good to be part of the t eam," she says. "It's helped me
develop skills as a facilitator, a mentor, and also as TAmanager. I need things like this to ground me academically."
Coplin is not alone in his belief in the advantages of
student-faculty collaboration and it s ability t o raise
t eaching productivity and improve student learning.
According to a 1996 campus survey of department chairs
that Coplin conducted, 23 departments, 39 professors, and
58 courses benefited from the experience. Engaging undergraduates as collaborators could become more widespread, imaginative, and better implemented on campus,
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he writes in the survey evaluation. "As in all forms of education, those responsible must be careful to articulate
objectives and to seek to continuously improve operations to insure a quality experience for the undergraduate collaborator and for the students who are the ultimate beneficiaries."
In the L.C. Smith College of Engineering and Computer
Science, Assistant Dean Lori Hunter emanates an infectious
enthusiam. She prides herself on knowing the college's
students and makes it a point to speak to them wherever
they cross paths. "I want students to understand that I can
be trusted, that I believe in them and care about them,"
she says. "That, I think, makes a difference in terms of what
I do and how I do it, and how it's received by students."
When students enter Hunter's office, they know this is
someone dedicated to inspiring success. Her office wall is
decorated with framed quotes, including a favorite one
from the Greek historian Polybius: "Some people give up
their desires when they have almost reached their goal,
while others, on the contrary, obtain a victory by exerting
at the last moment more vigorous efforts than before."
Above all, Hunter wants student s to achieve academic
excellence. "I let them know from the beginning that I
care about their successes and will match their efforts
one-for-one provided they're working toward their
goals," she says. "Sometimes just having someone else
instill the belief that you can do something can make all
the difference in the world."
At the forefront of Hunter's mission is Programs Rooted
In Developing Excellence. PRIDE, as it's known, is designed
to provide programs that foster the development and success of all the college's students, with an emphasis on the
college's underrepresented populations, including African
American, Latino, Native American, and female students.
Among its offerings are Academic Excellence Workshops,
incentive programs, the Syracuse Academic Improvement
Program, and Summer Start, which eases transition to the
college environment for incoming students. PRIDE also
helps students identify financial aid and scholarship
resources, offers career and personal counseling, and
assists the campus chapters of the National Society of
Black Engineers, Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers, and Society of Women Engineers. By including all
students, each one gains from the diversity and a heightened awareness of the issues, Hunter says. "The best benefit is to give all students exposure to as much as we can and
keep the focus on academic excellence."
Case in point: the Academic Excellence Workshop created to help students master calculus. Since its start in
1995, the workshop blossomed from 25 students and 4
facilitators to 137 students and 16 facilitators last fall. At
the center of the popular workshop are trained undergraduate facilitators. They represent a variety of ethnic
backgrounds and majors from the college's departments
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and have made the program immensely effective. Workshop participants profit from peer guidance and insight,
while facilitators develop skills in leadership, group interaction, conflict resolution, and time management. "They
are accountable and responsible, week in and week out,
for preparing to go into the session and lead it," Hunter
says. "They have to put essential skills into action, and
they know they're contributing to the students' success."
Through PRIDE's support of student organizations,
members develop personally and professionally, attending conferences, finding internships, and receiving other
opportunities. The organizations also perform community outreach-an important service in the development of
future students. "Those organizations reach back into the
community and talk to young girls about math and science and their studies," Hunter says. "They tutor African
American and Latino kids; they read to them and do educational activities in a way that the kids see that if these
students can do it, they can do it too."

NITY INTeRACTION
Such positive interaction between students and the
mmu · y plays an ever-increasing role on campus toe Middle States Report notes, the University must
"create a positive campus environment for the education
and personal development of undergraduate students."
One of the most visible innovations aimed at improving
the student life experience is the Center for Public and
Community Service (CPCS). The center, established in
1994 under the direction of Associate of the Chancellor
Mary Ann Shaw, serves as a strong connection between
the University and the community, matching student
organizations, individual students, faculty, and staff with
public and community agencies. According to CPCS
Director Pam Heintz, the center works with about 400
nonprofit organizations in Syracuse and Onondaga County, including up to 200 on a regular basis. More than
4,000 volunteers from the University annually contribute
40o,ooo hours of service to the community, Heintz estimates. "Service learning opportunities at the University
have exploded," she says. "It has given a lot of students
the chance to choose and engage in an activity that's
good for them to do."
While Heintz admits service learning is not for every
student and not every placement works out, she believes
participants learn a great deal. "It's probably one of the
most integral parts of overall learning that a student can
participate in while at an institution of higher learning,"
she says. "A tremendous amount of individual consideration goes into each placement. It's very student-centered;
every aspect of that experience is an opportunity to
develop skills and learn about the application of theory in
a practical setting."
The experience begins with the student's initial contact
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with the agency and encompasses everything from transportation worries to the realization that social ills aren't
solved in a semester. Nonetheless, the experience can teach
perseverance, a true appreciation for the complexity of
today's social issues, and that assumptions are best left
behind. "A lot of it makes the students uncomfortable, but
they realize as they go along in life that they'll have to reexamine their assumptions all the time," Heintz says. "It can
really have a profound impact on their lives."
That impact, of course, can affect all those involved.
Aileen Cangiano '96, G'98 knows what it's like to grow up
in a poor neighborhood where every day can be a struggle. It's an experience she won't forget, and one that serves
as a driving force in her desire t o help others. She arrived
at Syracuse in 1992 on an academic and athletic scholarship, ran track and cross country, earned a dual bachelor's
degree in biology and Spanish literature and language,
and received a master's degree in neuroscience this spring.
She also had a desire to explore life off the Hill and devoted countless hours to the community. "A lot of k_ids won't
have the opportunity I did," she says. "I feel like I need to
help them and give them direction. I know that if I got the
chance, someone else deserves the same chance."
Cangiano's dedication to service is nothing short of remarkable. In high school, she volunteered in the Mt. Sinai
pediatric emergen cy room , act ing as an interpreter
between doctors and Spanish-speaking families. Three
summers ago, with a Gat eway to Medicine grant, she arranged immunizations for children at the Syracuse Community Health Center. She befriended a 17-year-old
. teenage mother of two, helped her turn her life around,
:and guided her toward a college education.
She also worked with her sorority, Sigma Gamma Rho,
on numerous children's activities, including volunteering
at after-sch ool programs, tutoring, and mentoring. They
organized a minority bone-marrow registration drive on
campus, and Sleeping for the Homeless, an annual sleepout on the steps of Hendricks Chapel that collect s nonperishable food and clothing. Cangiano received a Chancellor's
Award for Public Service (CAPS) in 1995 and served as student chair of the CAPS Celebration in 1996. Sigma Gamma
Rho has garnered CAPS accolades for four straight years,
including an award for longevity in 1997. Cangiano has
won several other awards, but to her it all comes down to
makin g children smile and m eeting challen ges.
"Everything I've done in life is a challenge," she says. "If
I'm doing something and I'm good at it, I'll do a little bit
more to give myself an edge to go that much further."
As part of an int ernship this past academic year,
Cangiano, who plans to become a pediatrician, initiated
"Science on the Brain," a program at the Hughes Magnet
School designed to teach students about the brain's functions and medical school requirements. "I want to teach
them in a lively, exciting way how the brain is the central
seat of all our functions- why we sleep, why we dream,
why we taste vanilla instead of chocolate," she says. "They
connect with this and when they get older and enter college, maybe they'll remember what I taught them an d
decide to study neuroscience."
To Heintz, projects like this epitomize the multidimensional impact service learning can have. "It's not just a
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teaching piece for Aileen, she'll bring the experience back
into her area of study in a way that advances her intelligence and knowledge of what she's doing," Heintz says.
"She's making a significant contribution t o herself, the SU
program, and the city school district."
More and more these days, community service crops
up as a component of the classroom. Rosaria Champagne,
professor of English and women's studies and director of
Undergraduate Studies in English, added service learning
as an extra-credit option to her Introduction to Women's
Studies class. She views it as an opportunity to meld
activist theory with real-world practice and, ultimately,
provide critical self-reflection. Champagne is committed
t o social activism and sees an activist humanities classroom as a place where social transformation can occur.
The course, which drew 200 students last fall, centers on
feminist scholarship and requires students to examine
issues and service-learning experiences from feminist
perspectives, m ainly through writing assignments. "It's
important that student s have this experience, translate it
through paradigms or ideas we've been learning in the
classroom, and then express it to others," she says. "Some
students have very different experiences than others, and
as teachers we need to be open to the complex diversity
of our students' experiences."
Although Champagne doesn't expect the student s to
become feminists, she wants them to scrutinize their
beliefs, including the underlying motivations of their perceptions. Unsettling situations and debates often arise in
the classroom, which can help people see things in ways
contrary to their original outlooks, she believes, and lead to
a more compassionate society. "The course itself was organized around the question of child poverty and I began
with this assumption that if we were really humanitarians, we would be enraged about child poverty," she says.
"Instead, we say that's someone else's problem. So part of
my interest in studying child poverty through the lens of
women's studies and humanities scholarship is not only
to think about what needs to be fixed, but also what
needs to be changed inside our hearts."
More than 100 of Champagne's students participated,
engaging in such activities as working for Meals on
Wheels, giving swimming lesson s to kids, and collecting
books for the Success by 6 book drive. "Service learning
becomes a text and an experience against which to measure and understand who we are and, more importantly,
who we want t o be," Champagne says. "What I try to do
with service learning and any kind of political classroom
is mirror what students are saying so they can t ake
charge of their identities and decide who they want to be.
This reflection on your identity-seeing identity as a
choice, not a conviction-is really important."
By semester's end, Champagne knows her students
have been test ed both intellectually and emotionally, and
have a deeper understanding of feminism and its relation
to social change. "They learn they have more choice in
how they interpret their worlds than they thought and
that's what I want them to know," she says. "I want them
to realize that interpretation is really key in how you act
in the world- it's constructed, and you might as well take
charge of it, because if you don't, somebody else will."
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E WHOLE STUDENT EXPERIENCE
In his annual address to the faculty in February, Vice
C ancellor Gershon Vincow called for continued efforts
t develop the whole student, including strengthening
the link between the Offices of Academic and Student
Affairs "to promote a student culture of intellectual endeavor and personal development." As he noted, quoting
from the Middle States Report: "The classroom experience
and the personal lives of our students cannot be seen as
distinct entities. The quality of life on campus and the
leadership and programming in residence halls, student
organizations, and other campus offices must become
higher institutional priorities."
Joanne Ford, a senior international relations major
who served on the Middle States' Students' Experiences
Committee, came to Syracuse University to study social
work. She enjoyed the personal attention she received in
the School of Social Work, but her evolving interests prompted her to switch majors and transfer to The College of Arts
and Sciences. Last semester, through the
Maxwell-Washington International Relations Semester Program, she landed an
internship at the White House. "I always
had a dream to be in the White House.
Granted, it was as president," she laughs,
"but this is a step in the right direction."
For Ford, one of the most valuable aspects of campus life is finding a niche. And
at SU, niches abound-in fact, there are
270 recognized student organizations.
Ford's Washington experience expanded
her contact with people who share similar
interests in government and foreign policy. She also has a work-study job, and is a
member of the SU Marching Band and the
Sour Sitrus Society. Being in the band, she
says, is like having 200 friends. "There are
so many different activities, it's incredible,"
Ford says. "The only problem you might have
is deciding which ones suit you best."
When Tyonne Hinson 'g8 reflects on
her four years at Syracuse University, it's
apparent she accomplished what she
intended, and will achieve much more as
she progresses through life. The College of
Nursing graduate enrolled at SU because
of its diversity, reputation, and the chance
to study in a small college within a large
university setting. The experiences of her
nursing education reinforced her commitment to caring for others, especially children. "I want to work with families and
intervene on their behalf; basically be an advocate for
them," she says. "I love kids, and a strong foundation can
give them the opportunity to do great things."
Hinson was a disciplined student and succeeded academically. She participated in the Honors Program, and was
named a Dave Bing Scholar and a Remembrance Scholar.
She credits her faculty advisor, Irene Di Florio, for giving
her direction and urging her to explore the University's
offerings. "She helped me open so many doors for myself
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and let me know what's out there," Hinson says.
During her junior year, Hinson joined nursing professor
Denise Cote-Arsenault's research team studying mothers'
reactions following perinatal loss. She spent last summer
as an intern in the neonatal intensive care unit at Children's Hospital in Philadelphia, and followed that up with
a similar assignment at Duke University as part of her
senior-year intensive clinical practice. Beyond these invaluable experiences, Hinson found rewards by participating in enriching activities, developing a cultural awareness, and constantly challenging herself. "Life should be
dynamic and you should want to be dynamic," she says.
''I've always set big goals for myself and tried my hardest
to reach them. If I failed, it pushed me to work that much
harder to get over that obstacle and achieve something
even higher."
This attitude is one that Chancellor Shaw admires.
When asked what he wants SU graduates to take with
them as they venture into the world, Shaw named sever-

al attributes: competency in their discipline; the ability to
learn new things; a willingness to question assumptions;
a concern for others and the desire to help them; and the
ability to work effectively in groups, resolve conflicts, and
deal with all kinds of people. He also noted the importance of learning what it takes to succeed and deciding
whether you're willing t o pay the price to achieve that
success. "We all have a lot to do," he says. "Education is a
work in progress."
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